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ABSTRACT

Superior performance is the basic requirement of any real time electronic components these days. Speed, Power
consumption and heat dissipation are the major challenges of modern embedded application. In this paper we
develop a two different applications namely searching and sorting, and implemented it in a Gizmo sphere G Series
APU in an OpenMP programming language meanwhile the optimization technique is affinity switching for improving
application’s performance. The results of Multicore embedded processors are compared with traditional single
core processor. Experimental results show Multicore processors show an accelerated performance than the traditional
single core processor.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Gordan.E.Moore, 1965 “The number of transistors that can be placed on an integrated circuit is increasing
exponentially, doubling approximately every 18 months”. So memory size in chip will also double every
two years. But now the single core processors have reached its threshold in performance. Overheating and
power consumption has become a critical issue in a single core processor, since performance per watt is
considered to be the main objective of the recent technology development. This leads to a new trend of
Multi-core Processor.

Figure 1: Moore’s Law and Multicore Era
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1.1. Evolution of Multicore Processors

1.1.1. Multi CPU

Initially the computer era started with a single
CPU when the complexity of the application
started increasing a single CPU cannot
accommodate those applications so people
tried adding additional power to the computer
by adding addit ional CPUs. But the
requirement for this also increased as it requires
more than one CPU socket.  Additional
hardware are also required to connect those sockets connected in the mother board to the RAM. On solving
this as multiple CPUs connected together to perform a task the speed got increased, but in the cost of more
power consumption.

Nowadays it is very hard to see this type of multi CPUs in the regular home PC, unless it is a
supercomputer or a server which requires more processing power.

1.1.2. Hyper threading

When Intel tried to solve the power consumption problem it came up with an excellent solution that is
hyper threading. A single CPU has a Single Core, but with single core with hyper-threading duplicated the
single core as two cores and makes it pretend as a two logical CPU (cores). The CPU Remains a single core
CPU, while the OS sees as two cores for a CPU. Hyper threading allows the CPU cores to share the
resources, and can help in speed up the system.

1.1.3. Multi core Processor

In order to increase the performance of the single core processor manufacturers added additional cores to
the CPU. A dual core processor has 2 individual physical cores and the OS sees this as two CPUs.

Figure 4: Single core with hyper threading

Figure 3: Single core with no hyper threading

Fig 2: System with 2 CPU’s
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As each CPU can perform some operation at the same time computational speed up can be increased in
the system. With hyper threading added to a dual core processor still more processing speed can be achieved
as hyper threading on each core make a single core virtually two cores.

A multi-core processor is a single computing component with two or more independent actual central
processing units (called Cores”), which are the units that read and execute program instructions and handle
the power issues in single core.

Independent processor = A Core,

Multiple Cores = Better performance

Multicore Processor gave rise to Multicore programming which is said to be important leap in software
development. Some of the parallel programming tools are:

• Pthreads

• Open MP

Pthreads exposes the full complexity of threads, OpenMP are much simpler and is used in this application.

2. OPEN-MP PROGRAMMING

2.1. Open Multicore Programming (Openmp)

For writing multi-thread applications in a shared memory environment the popular tool used is OpenMP
(Open Multi-Processing). This OpenMP comprises of a set of compiler directives and runtime library routines

Figure  5: Multicore Processor

Figure 6: Shared Memory Architecture
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In this architecture (figure 6) all the threads denoted by T have the access to the same globally shared
memory. Data can be shared or private. If it is a shared data it will be accessible to all the threads, if it is
private data it can be accessed only by the thread that owns it. The changes made in local data or private
data cannot be seen by others. But if any change is made in global data or shared data it can be seen by all
others. Data transfer is transparent to the programmer.[8]

OpenMP uses the fork-join model of parallel execution (figure 2). Initially all OpenMP program begins
as a single process or the master thread. Master thread executes in serial mode until the parallel region
construct is come across. Master thread generates a group of parallel threads (fork) that concurrently execute
statements in the parallel region. After executing the statements in the parallel region, team threads
synchronize and terminate (join) but master continues.

Figure 7: OpenMP Execution Model

2.2. OpenMP Constructs

The core elements of OpenMP are

1) Parallel Control Structure: It governs the flow of control in the program.

2) Parallel Control Work Sharing: It distributes the work among threads.

3) Data Environment: It specifies the variables as shared or private.

4) Synchronization: It coordinates the thread execution.

5) Runtime functions and environmental variables: OpenMP runtime library functions are included in
the header <omp.h>. They include execution environment functions that can be used to control and
query the parallel execution environment, and lock functions that can be used to synchronize access
to data.

In C/C++, OpenMP uses #pragmas. The pragmas omp parallel is used to fork additional threads to
carry out the work enclosed in the construct in parallel. The original thread will be denoted as master
thread with thread ID 0.

2.3. How is OpenMP typically used?

OpenMP API Example: (Consider a sequential code)

Statement 1
Statement 2
Statement 3
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Consider that we need to execute statement 1 and 3 sequentially & statement 2 in parallel.

OpenMP parallel code:
statement 1;
#pragma <specific OpenMP directive>
statement2;
statement3;

Now Statement 2 (may be) executed in parallel.
Statement 1 and 3 are executed sequentially.

OpenMP is usually used to parallelize loops, it find the most time consuming loop and Split them up
between threads.

2.4. Gizmo Sphere Hardware Board

The application developed in OpenMP is implemented in a Gizmo Sphere board. The Gizmo board is a
compact, low cost development board. It combines the power of supercomputer and I/O capabilities of a
Microcontroller. Built upon the AMD G-series Accelerated Processing Unit (APU), the Gizmo board can
deliver over 50GFLOPS at less than 10W.

The heart of the Gizmo board is AMD G-Series APU it contains two powerful x86 cores running at 1 GHz
1Mb of cache memory and radian HD graphics engine with 80 pipelines running at 280 MHZ. In addition to

Figure 8: AMD G Series platform Block diagram
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being able to run Android, Linux or Windows, there’s also a host of connectivity choice packed in. There’s a
VGA connector and 2 USB 2.0 ports, along with an Ethernet jack and a pair of I/O connectors one of which can
be connected to Gizmo Sphere’s Explorer board, which has an area for prototyping, keypad, and LCD [13].

The main objective of this research is to obtain an optimal performance in a Multi-core Processor. And
the optimization technique used is Affinity switching. Assigning a process scheduling to one processor is
known as processor affinity. Affinity switching means assigning a process to a specific core dynamically in
a Multicore processor, based on the loads of the cores the next process will be assigned to the same core or
to the other core. That is consider a Multicore processor with two cores say Core 1 & Core 2 and each of
this core is assigned with some tasks, say task 1, task 2 and task 3 etc. Initially the first two tasks will be
assigned to Core 1 and Core2 respectively, now the load in the two cores are measured if the Load 1 is
greater than Load 2 then the next task will be assigned to Core 2. To demonstrate the effectiveness of this
process testing is done in two different applications, Searching and Sorting Numbers and Words

3. RELATED WORKS

Sheela Kathavate, N.K. Srinath [2014], analyses the performance improvement of a parallel algorithm on
multi core systems. The results shows major speed up achieved on multi core systems with the parallel
algorithm i.e. they tested their experiment with Matrix multiplication algorithm with OpenMP, and concludes
that it performs better than the sequential algorithm. The maximum speedup achieved with two cores is
1.96 which is almost twice the speed of the execution and with four logical processors is almost three times
[2]. Ishwari Singh Rajput, Bhawnesh Kumar, Tinku Singh [2012] the compares the performance of three
different types of sorting algorithms viz. sequential quick sort, parallel quicksort and hyper quicksort based
on comparing average sorting times and speedup and concluded that parallel sorting algorithms i.e. parallel
quick sort and hyper quicksort performs well in all respects in comparison to sequential quick sort [3].

Vijayalakshmi Saravanan, Mohan Radhakrishnan, A.S. Basavesh [2012], checks how the performance
potential advantage the parallel programming model over sequential programming model and concluded
that optimizing the code using OpenMP raises the performance than sequential execution and outperforming
well with parallel algorithms[4]. Pranav Kulkarni1, Sumit Pathare [2014] presented a low cost Multicore
processors that are need to be paralleled to exploit the Multicore processor throughput gain. Unfortunately,
writing parallel code is more difficult than writing serial code, where the OpenMP programming model
enters the parallel computing picture and creates multi-threaded applications more easily while retaining
the benefits of serial programming. Its performance is a systematic and quantitative approach for constructing
software systems to convene the performance intention such as response time, throughput, scalability and
resource utilization.[1]

Michael Sub and Claudia Leopold [2004], suggest an easy sorting algorithm to demonstrate problems
with recursion and the avoidance of busy waiting. They also compare several solution approaches with
respect to programming expense and performance: stacks, nesting and a work queue (for recursion), as
well as condition variables and the sched_ yield–function (for busy waiting), and showed that both the
approach may afford ample savings in processor time [7].

4. OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED WORK

Performance of any system will be based on the execution time. So considering speed as important criteria
we implement a simple searching and sorting application in a sequential single core environment and
Parallel Multicore Environment. We use a ordinary sequential programming for implementing the
applications in a single core Processor, and Open-mp Parallel Programming for implementing in Multicore
Processor. Then we analyze the execution time of each system, the fastest solution for these applications is
through Parallel Multicore environment.

The schematic diagram of proposed work is shown in the figure 4
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4.1. Performance of Parallel Processing.

The total performance advantage of an application can be realized by open Multicore processor (Open Mp)
depends solely on the degree to which it can be parallelized. The response time of the CPU can be calculated
using CPU performance Equation,

The CPU execution time is calculated by multiplying the CPU clock cycle with clock cycle time.

      CPU Execution time CPU Clock Cycle Clock Cycle time� �

Or,

The CPU execution time is calculated by dividing the CPU Clock Cycle by Clock rate

  
  

 

CPU Clock Cycle
CPU Execution time

Clock rate
�

CPU clock cycle can be represented by

   CPU Clock Cycle Instruction Count CPI� �

Where Instruction count is the total number of instruction executed and CPI stands for Clock cycle Per
Instruction the average number of clock cycles that each instruction consume to execute.

Hence the CPU time is,

 *
 

 

Instruction count CPI
CPU Time

Clock rate
�

Figure 9: Modules of Proposed System
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4.2. Amdahl’s Law

The response time of the program after the improvement can be analyzed by Amdahl’s law. It is also used
to assess practical limits to the number of parallel processors.

Amdahl’s Law for over all speedup

1
  

(1 )
Overall speed up

F
F

S

�
� �

F = Fraction improved

S = Speedup of the improved Fraction.

Speedup =
Execution time of Sequential algorithm

  Execution time of Parallel algorithm

Efficiency =
               Speedup

Number of processor Cores

Thus Amdahl’s Law along with the CPU Performance equation is a means for estimating the performance
improvement.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The sequential and parallel searching sorting applications were tested on a single core processor without
OpenMP and on a Multicore Processor (with two cores). The execution time for number search and sort is

Table 1
Performance comparison of single and Multicore Processor for searching a number.

Number to Search Single Core Multi Core

40 0.06631 0.0013

50 0.06747 0.0025

60 0.06852 0.0031

70 0.06931 0.0040

80 0.06986 0.0047

90 0.07008 0.0051

Figure 10: Computation time in Multicore & singlecore processor for number search.
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taken. The run time results are shown in Table I and Table II and the corresponding graph is shown in
Figure 10 and Figure 11.

The Execution time for word search and word sorting is taken, the run time results are shown in Table
3 and Table 4 and the corresponding graph is shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13.

Table 2
Performance comparison of single and Multicore Processor for sorting numbers

Array Size Single Core Multi Core

10000 1.1208 0.4179
15000 2.0751 0.8754
25000 5.3759 2.4767
30000 8.9471 3.5523
50000 17.613 8.3173

Figure 11: Computation time in Multicore & singlecore processor for Numbers sorting.

Table 3
Performance comparison of single and Multicore Processor for searching a word

Query Word Single Core Multi Core

TIME 0.001863 0.00036
APPLE 0.002014 0.00039
UNIVERSITY 0.002501 0.00042
MANGO 0.001963 0.00038
COMMUNICATION 0.002795 0.00045
ELECTRONICS 0.001972 0.00051

Figure 12: Computation time in Multicore & singlecore processor for word Search.
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6. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

The obtained result from the experimental analysis shows searching and sorting of numbers and words
with OpenMP on a Multicore processor with two cores have a speed up of twice the execution with the
programming technique without OpenMP on a single core processor. This shows that when the number of
core is increased, the time taken for execution of an algorithm is reduced. The results obtained by testing on
a finite set of data is also applicable for a large database (DNA pattern search, and sorting of Bioinformatics
data etc).
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